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ECOLCELL R (MGPS)

- ECOLCELL R electrochlorination system combats both macro and micro marine fouling in the seawater lines on board ships, oil-rigs and power plants. Marine fouling, shellfish, seaweed, slime, bacteria, etc find their way into sea water cooling systems on board ships usually as micro-organisms, settle and grow and if not combated go on to block and partially block pipes, filters, valves, intake grids, heat exchangers etc. and can incur significant costs for the ship owner.

- ECOLCELL R operates by using an electrolytic cell containing Titanium anodes MMO coated to transform the Sodium Chloride (NaCl) in seawater into Sodium Hypochlorite (NaOCl) through a process of electrolysis.

- This antifouling agent is injected into the sea chests from where it is dispersed through the whole sea water system.

- Only a small concentration of this Sodium Hypochlorite is required to combat marine fouling, 0.1 to 0.3 ppm.
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Electrochlorination systems use Sodium Hypochlorite as an antifouling agent.

The Sodium Hypochlorite is produced by electrolysis of the Sodium chloride (NaCl) contained in seawater.

The electrolysis is obtained by passing seawater through a cell containing two electrodes (anode and cathode), which are energized with a low voltage DC and high current (Amp).
The chemical and electrochemical reactions that occur in the cell are as follows:

1) at the anode free chlorine is formed
   \[ 2 \text{Cl}^- \rightarrow \text{Cl}_2 + 2\text{e}^- \]

2) at the cathode OH- ions are formed
   \[ 2 \text{H}_2\text{O} + 2\text{e}^- \rightarrow 2 \text{OH}^- + \text{H}_2 \]

3) around the anode the OH- ions react with the Na+ ions and Cl2 to produce Sodium Hypochlorite
   \[ 2 \text{NaOH} + \text{Cl}_2 \rightarrow \text{NaOCl} + \text{NaCl} + \text{H}_2\text{O} \]
Alongside these principal reactions, which bring about the production of Sodium Hypochlorite (NaOCl), secondary reactions occur due to other ions that are present in seawater such as Calcium and Magnesium, forming hydrates and carbonates.

The Sodium Hypochlorite solution leaving the cell is piped to the Chlorine injection points situated on the sea chests to be mixed with the incoming seawater flow.

The Chlorine-active contained in the solution oxidizes the organic substances found in the seawater.

The adult organisms, such as mussels, are able to resist the effects of chlorine-active by closing themselves inside their shells. However unable to feed, they will not settle in an environment where chlorine-active is present.

One of the key selling points of this system is that the Sodium Hypochlorite is produced directly out of seawater, and due to its chemical behaviour reverts back to salt and water after the oxidation has taken place and leaves behind no residual.

Hence the electrochlorination system is an eco-friendly way of combating marine fouling.
Sodium Hypochlorite is acknowledged at being the best antifouling agent[1] and is:
• effective against both macro and micro marine fouling
• eco-friendly, produced directly from sea water and reverts to salt and water when RedOx reaction is complete
• small concentrations used guarantee that the corrosiveness of seawater is not increased, i.e.: no galvanic corrosion.

[1] In 1995 University of Genoa – Italy - completed a study to show that the Chlorine residual of our electrochlorination system is not toxic to the environment.
• The concentration of Chlorine residual is well below the recommended international levels.
Hardware & Process
part n.1

• The system consists of three parts:
  • Control Panel (located near electrolysis group)
  • Electrolysis Group (located in the engine room/vicinity of sea chests)
  • Injection nozzles (installed on the sea chests, connected to the electrolysis group via pipes and control valves. specially designed ACG pipes can also be used).
• The electrolytic cell needs seawater feed ($Q_{\text{min}} = 5-12 \text{ m}^3/\text{h}$, $P_{\text{min}} = 2.5 \text{ bar}$) from the seawater pump.
Before entering the cell, the seawater is filtered and then monitored by a flow-switch. The cell is fed with DC current supplied from the electric control panel. The flow-switch gives consent for electrical operation to begin only if the flow rate is above a certain level.
• Electrolysis begins when the current is switched on at the control panel and the valves are opened.
• Once electrolysis operation begins, part of the Sodium Chloride [NaCl] contained in the seawater passing through the cell is transformed into Sodium Hypochlorite.
• The resulting Sodium Hypochlorite is piped to the injection nozzles where the disinfecting agent is injected into the sea chests to mix with incoming seawater to prevent fouling in the whole seawater system.
The antifouling solution leaving the cell is piped to the injection points installed on the sea chests and mixed with the incoming seawater flow. The ships onboard pumps, when running, suck the treated sea water and pump it through the ship's whole sea water system thus keeping the internal circuits and equipment right up to the overboard discharges, free from fouling. When the ship's onboard pumps are not running the solution diffuses in the sea chests and then filters outwards thus protecting the sea chest, the intake grills and the areas around the sea chests free from fouling.

This antifouling solution oxidises the organic substances present in seawater (marine fouling); the presence of residual Chlorine is a sure sign that the antifouling treatment is completely effective. It is possible to check the residual chlorine using a residual Chlorine test kit.

It is possible to regulate the production of Sodium Hypochlorite using the #2# position "CHLORINE" switch in the electric cabinet. Normally this switch is left in position #1# (left); but if the residual chlorine test is negative then it should be switched to position #2# (right).

The periodic electrochemical cleaning of the cathode (water passes through the cell not energized) is controlled automatically by a cyclic timer located in the electric cabinet. This "WASHING" is required to wash away the Calcium and Magnesium hydrates that deposit on the cathode during electrolysis.
Benefits of ECOLCELL R

• Complete effective against all types of marine fouling even in the toughest conditions
• can be installed in new buildings or as retrofit
• ensures heat exchangers operate at 100% efficiency
• automatic system, requires no manual intervention
• system has a long life with replacement anodes being relatively inexpensive
• disinfecting agent can be taken from cell and used for sewage treatment
• ensures no blockage of fire-fighting and sprinkler systems.
Cost savings for ship owner

• reduces the need for costly cleaning and maintenance of ships' cooling systems
• saves on fuel bills by eliminating the need for increased pumping power due to blockages
• very low daily running costs
• increases pipe life by reducing biological and galvanic corrosion
• ensures that important fire fighting and sprinkler systems do not become blocked
ECOLCELL MGPS SYSTEM
CHLORINE INJECTION POINT WITH SHIPSIDE VALVES
ECOLCELL MGPS SYSTEM TYPE R1500

- Electric Panel Type R1500
- Chlorine Distribution Valves
- Electrolysis Group Type R1500
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